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Abstract 

The vulnerabilities of using a single encryption system in messaging systems has proven to become 

increasingly problematic in recent days, this paper provides a new form of encryption to be used in such 

systems. The proposed system is a new combination of two very prevalent encryption algorithms namely 

the Vigenere encryption algorithm and the Base-64 encryption (also known as B64 encryption). The 

combined encryption algorithm is made by using the Base-64 encryption followed by the Vigenere 

algorithm. Each message sent by the user is secured after being greatly enhanced through this encryption 

technique. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development in the processing capabilities of computers in recent years and the widespread use 

of the Internet, the transfer of data through the use of Internet has increased drastically. The lives of people 

have become thoroughly spread out into the Web. But due to the increase in processing powers of 

computer, the previously used highly secured encryption systems have been rendered useless. The need 

for a new safer, more difficult to hack security algorithm has become imminent, in order to secure the 

privacy of all those who use Internet to share data. This series of requirements has become an active 

research topic in the field of IT as well as network security. 

A proper encryption algorithm is the most basic software-based security technique being used in modern 

messaging systems. The policies used by modern companies that sell data and message histories to other 

third party has become a news topic all around the world, hence a proper encryption is a must in all 

applications used for this purpose. 

At present the most popular encryption technology used is DES encryption, RSA encryption algorithm, 

Base-64 and Vigenere encryption algorithm. But even these encryption systems have become vulnerable 

due to the use of large computer farms in order to hack them. In regard to this issue the use of a hybrid 

encryption techniques consisting of different encryption algorithms has been used, we have first defined 

a Base-64 encryption algorithm in this paper, followed a Vigenere encryption, together forming a new 

hybrid encryption algorithm. The hybrid encryption algorithm has now greatly reduced the risk of possible 

data leaks from messaging systems in the future. 
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2. Problem Statement 

The increased number of data theft in various messaging apps in recent years has brought about the need 

for a strong unbreakable encryption of our data to ensure our privacy. In addition to the message sent over 

the internet, our data stored in servers needs to be enhanced greatly. Hence a end to end encryption that 

can only be decrypted by the involved parties is necessary to be implemented. The key idea of this project 

is to provide users to a encryption system called the hybrid encryption system, which can provide two 

layers of security instead of the traditional one, to protect user data from being breached. The application 

also provides an illustration of the use of the hybrid encryption system through the implementation of a 

messaging system and it also displays the capability of the encryption algorithm in order to make the user 

data to be as secure as possible. 

 

3. Proposed Methodology 

In this method we plan to take a string and encrypt it first with Base-64 encryption. 

Post encryption the encrypted message along with private key is passed to the Vigenere encryption 

function. The private key length will be extended to the length of the Base-64 encrypted message filling 

the remaining characters with characters from the original private key and this function to extend the key 

can also be changed separately to wrap messages according to the user’s preferences. After the new 

creation of a new private key the Vigenere encryption on the message starts along with the newly generated 

private key. The string being returned after that is result of the hybrid encryption method proposed after 

making use of both the Vigenere encryption and Base-64 encryption method. 

 

 
Diagram 1: System Architecture of Hybrid Encryption Algorithm 

 

For Decryption the process is completely reverse of what is done for encryption. 

The hybrid encrypted message is passed to the decryption function along with the same private key that 

was used to encrypt it. The private key is wrapped or extended along with hybrid encrypted message. The 

hybrid encrypted message is then decrypted with the help of new extended private key to bring it back to 

Base-64 encrypted code. The Base-64 decryption process is done which is the reverse process of Base-64 

encryption in order to obtain the decrypted message. 

The string post decryption of Vigenere and post Base-64 encryption indicates that the function responsible 

for extension of the key is working well. 

 

 
Diagram 2: System Architecture of Hybrid Encryption Algorithm 

 

4. Algorithm-Steps and Explanation 
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The proposed hybrid encryption algorithm involves the following steps: 

I. Encryption Process 

a) Base 64 Encryption 

i. The message is passed to the function which encrypts the message by following the traditional B64 

encoding process where the bits are shifted and manipulated after the conversion of the characters 

from their ASCII to binary values. 

ii. Padding is also done before grouping the binary values of the messages before returning the B64 

encrypted string. 

b) Vigenere Encryption 

i. The encrypted Base-64 message is passed onto the function along with private key. 

ii. The private key is extended to the length of the Base-64 message where the remaining characters 

for the private key are taken from the original private key giving rise to a new extended private 

key 

iii. The Vigenere encryption process starts around the Base64 encrypted message along with the newly 

extended private key and thus returning a new string that has undergone the hybrid encryption 

algorithm. 

 

II. Decryption process 

a) Vigenere Decryption 

i. The hybrid encrypted message is received along with the private key. 

ii. The private key is extended to the length of the Hybrid encrypted message where the remaining 

characters for the private key are taken from the original private key giving rise to a new extended 

private key. 

iii. The Vigenere decryption is then carried out with the help of the newly extended private key and a 

B64 encrypted string is the result. 

b) Base-64 Decryption 

i. The B64 encrypted message is received which then converted into binary values from ASCII 

values of its character. 

ii. The binary values are then grouped in a way completely reverse to the encryption process and then 

accordingly padded. 

iii. The binary values are converted into the corresponding ASCII and into the characters framing the 

decrypted string which is the decrypted message. 

 

5. Design of Hybrid Encryption Algorithm 

A. Base-64 Encryption Algorithm 

Base-64 encoding algorithm encodes binary data using only printable text characters. A normal ASCII 

text character is made up of 8-bit binary characters. Base-64 encryption converts the 8-bit text character 

into a new 6-bit character format. For a 3-byte character, the algorithm first converts it into a 24-bit binary 

character string. The new 24-bit binary character is then divided into 4 segments of 6 bits each. It is then 

compared to a table of B64 character table the algorithm uses to convert the new 4 6-bit segments into 

new 4 text character long string. For example, the string “NETSEC” is converted to “TkVUU0VD” after 

processing it through the algorithm.  
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Table 1: Base64 algorithm character set 

As the number of characters present in the ciphertext is longer than the plain text. We can come to a 

conclusion that the plaintext has been broken down and converted into characters with 6-bit binary 

characters. In scenarios where the 8-bit ASCII value is not perfectly divisible by six, new bits are added 

to the plain text in order to make it divisible, zeros are added to the end, through the process of padding. 

 

B. Vigenere Encryption Algorithm 

Vigenere Cipher is an encrypting algorithm, it uses a form of polyalphabetic substitution to encrypt a 

message. This mode of substitution involves multiple substitution of the characters in the message. The 

substitution is performed by comparing the message and the encryption key in a Vigenere’s table and the 

intersecting point between the two characters is taken as the new cipher text.  

Taking an example for the plaintext “NETSEC” and the encryption key “KEY”, we first extend the 

encryption key to match the length of the plaintext using the process of text wrapping. The new encryption 

key will be “KEYKEY”. After this is done each character in both the plain text and the key is compared 

in the character set table for Vigenere algorithm. For ‘N’ and ‘K’ the new encrypted character will be ‘X’ 

similarly this is done for each and every character to finally produce “XIRCIA” as the cipher text. 

 
Table 2: Vigenere Character set Table 

The program used for the messaging application will use not just a 26x26 matrix as a message can include 

of multiple other characters including numeric characters, special characters as well as lower case 
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symbols. A new more secure 64x64 matrix is used to further increase the security and difficulty of 

decrypting the cipher text without a decryption key. 

 

C. Hybrid encryption algorithm design 

The hybrid encryption algorithm is designed through the use of Base-64 algorithm and the Vigenere 

encryption algorithm. The algorithm follows the order of Base-64 Algorithm followed by the Vigenere 

Algorithm, in order to maximize the efficiency as well as the security of the system.  

An example for the Hybrid encryption algorithm, for the plain text “NETSEC” with encryption key 

“KEY”. The plain text is converted into B-64 which gives the first stage ciphertext as “TkVUU0VD”. 

The cipher text is then passed to the Vigenere algorithm where the first step carried out is the extension 

of the encryption key through the process of text wrapping where the key is repeated to match the message 

length. The new encryption key is now “KEYKEYKE”. The two string are then compared character by 

character in the Vigenere character table to get the output as “sOItnNu7”.  

Wrap text process is also an essential part of improving the security of the encrypted code as it will 

prevent anyone who has the key to be unable to decrypt as they will not be able to identify the message 

or key length due to the extension in ciphertext message due to the B64 algorithm. 

 

6. Code: 

The following is a part of the functional algorithm implemented through the use of C++ programming 

language in the application. 

 
Diagram 3: C++ code of Vigenere encryption 

 

7. Result 

The image below shows the implementation of the hybrid encryption algorithm for the message “Hello” 

and also shows the step by step result of each encryption step in the algorithm as well as the decryption 

process. 
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Diagram 4: Hybrid encryption algorithm encryption and  decryption output 

In order to implement the real-life scenarios using this hybrid encryption algorithm, this method has been 

deployed into an server-client chat application made out of socket programming using Ubuntu as the main 

operating system. In this deployment the private key is randomly generated with a length that is randomly 

generated using built in functions. The server alone possesses the function to generate these private keys 

randomly which are then passed to the client upon creation of a socket connection between server and the 

client. These private are used to encrypt and decrypt the messages by both client and the receiver when 

sending and receiving messages. 

 
Diagram 5: Client-Side messaging application 

 
Diagram 6: Server-Side messaging application 
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8. Conclusion 

The algorithm has been successfully implemented into a messaging application through the use of socket 

programming, communication between two users is now performed securely after all messages are 

encrypted using the hybrid encryption system. This application can be further implemented into any 

system regardless of the purpose of the application. The application fulfills all requirements as discussed 

in the project. The encryption algorithm can be further strengthened depending on the scenario of the 

requirement by adding another commonly used encryption algorithm like the RSA, DES or AES 

encryption system after the Vigenere algorithm. 
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